2018 DPR Recommendations

Position Rwanda to leverage development finance to mobilize
financing and investment for the NST
1. Through the DPCG, discuss a consolidated report from the DPs
on available de-risking instruments for Rwanda and investment
opportunities identified by government in coordination with SWGs
that can use blended financing (DPs and Minecofin).
2. DPs in agriculture convene meeting with domestic banks to
discuss ways in which agriculture risks can be reduced to help
foster agriculture investment (DPs especially WB, EU; MoA,
Minecofin; BoK, other banks)

3. Convene joint teams from government and DPs to link financing
and projects (including feasibility analysis), either directly or
through the banking system (Minecofin and DPs)
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4. Through DPCG, discuss the domestic capital development and
role of DPs to enhance domestic savings and investment
(Minecofin)
5. Conduct analysis on Rwanda’s comparative advantage and
possibility of scale and specialization in context of boosting Made in
Rwanda value chain development (Ministry of Trade and Industry
and RDB)
6. Seek support to SMEs to access affordable financing through
Line of Credits offered by DFIs of Development Partners’ countries
through Local Banks particularly Rwanda Development Bank
(MINECOFIN, BRD and DPs)
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In recognition of the critical role of human capital development the Government of
Rwanda and Development Partners agreed to;
7. Step-up joint financing (GoR & DPs) for early child development and continue to
ensure more knowledge-based information and analysis in reducing stunting in
Rwanda to maximize future returns to human capital (NECDP and DPs; Minecofin).
8. Work together in the context of the Education Sector Strategy to identify
innovative approaches to improve teacher training and incentives as well as link
curriculum to skills development in order to respond to labour market demands.
Report through DPCG (MINEDUC and DPs)
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9. Conduct analysis on health sector sustainable financing to harness the
demographic dividend (MINECOFIN, MoH, GF, UNFPA)

10. Continued support to CSO capacity strengthening in line with capacity
assessment report (RCSP & RGB)
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